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From: Charles R. Ogle t Ii
To: Casto, Charles
Date: 1/27/04 11:59AM
Subject: Fwd: My comments on your manual actions stuff.

Could I humbly suggest that you read the attached and perhaps discuss the resource impacts of #8 with
your colleagues.

As always, thanks.

VaJ/
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From: Charles R. Ogle
To: Dreisbach, Jason; Weerakkody, Sunil
Date: 1/27/04 11:58AM
Subject: My comments on your manual actions stuff.

Sunil: Attached. I've also sent this out to my staff who actually perform the inspection and may have
some additional comments.

Item 8 - Unless we get additional funding for inspectors, we are going to be hard pressed to accomplish
this proposed re-inspection.

CC: Casto, Charles; Christensen, Harold
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Operator Manual Actions Key Messages (Draft-01/26/2004)

* The NRC's mission is to protect the public health and safety and the environment. The
fire protection regulations ensure that each plant maintains the ability to achieve safe
shutdown after a fire. Operator manual actions have been recognized in certain cases
by the NRC as acceptable means of providing safe shutdown of a plant.

* Recent inspections by the NRC revealed that there are licensees who rely on operator
manual actions that have not been reviewed and approved by the NRC. These
licensees are considered by the NRC to be in non-compliance with the regulations.

* The public health and safety or the environment have never been compromised due to
unapproved operator manual actions. 1 don't knowwhat cdmpromised saafty means in
his case.- However, !I suspect that some manual actions represent an increase in risk
,ver a properly functioning passive DID 'element and thus'affect safety. Thus, I am not
,ure that this statement is entirely accurate in all cases.-This would be anieven more

lifficult statement to support in the case' of unapproved 'manual actions that the
gnspection'staff has found won't work., Further, am not sure that we have inspeiid-all
, _napproved manual actions. Recommend reword and tone down.,

* The new rule will subject those licensees with unapproved operator manual actions to
new requirements in order to demonstrate the acceptability of those and any future
proposed actions. If operator manual actions are not acceptable based on this new
criteria, then the NRC will issue a violation and conduct an analysis to determine the
risk-significance of the violation.

Operator Manual Actions Q&A (Draft-01/26/2004)

1. Why is the NRC revising the rule to allow operator manual actions in lieu of fire
barrier separation without an NRC-approved exemption?

The NRC is revising the rule to allow an additional option for protecting the redundant
equipment necessary for shutting down a nuclear power plant. To separate the redundant
equipment, the current rule allows licensees to use a 3-hour rated fire barrier; physical
separation with combustible elimination, plus automatic fire detection and suppression; or a 1-
hour rated fire barrier enclosure plus automatic fire detection and suppression. In the past, the
NRC has approved J le_' licensee requests to use operator manual actions instead
of those three options. As such, the NRC has recognized that operator manual actions, subject
to certain criteria, can be included as a fourth option for protection of redundant equipment for
shutting down the plant.

2. Is the NRC changing the rule to accommodate licensees who don't want to meet the
current regulations?

The NRC is not changing the rule to accommodate licensees. rI am not surfe I agreewitFtthis
statement.' (And I am not sure all the inspectors-on my staff would agree either.), The timing of
the original response back to NEI~discussing our positio n manual actions followed by~the



ubsequentchange in NRC directiont s would probably _o t thiitionj
I'd recommend that this be toned down to stress the benefits to the.NRC wI'an unreasonable
jmpact on' safety. Further the logic that' folows in'this statement compares unapproved manua7
actions against approved manual actions. 'A--more reasonabl!ecomparson ewouldnbe'between
Approved strategies in II.G;2 and inapprovedi nanual'actions. In fact, the new rule will subject
those licensees with operator manual actions to new requirements in order to demonstrate the
acceptability of those actions. The NRC has previously approved licensee requests to use
operator manual actions based on a set of criteria developed for the inspection process and the
NRC is changing the rule to codify this as an acceptable approach to shutting down a plant
safely.

3. What are operator manual actions?

Operator manual actions are those actions taken by operators to perform manipulation of
components and equipment from outside the main control room (MCR) to achieve and
maintain post-fire safe shutdown. These actions are performed locally by operators,
typically at the equipment. '7an pesnnel 'other thanpperators perf manual actions

4. Instead of changing the rule, can the NRC issue a violation to the licensee for not being
in compliance with the regulation?

Under the current rule, all unapproved operator manual actions would be considered a violation for
plants that were licensed before 01/01/1979. Plants licensed after 01/01/1979 would need to be
assessed on a case-by-case basis. The safety benefit of forcing licensees to comply with the
regulation is not significant when compared to the costs in staff time and resources required for
enforcement. I find this statement particularly troubling. It seems to be predicated on'the idea that
all manual actions we review are acceptablepr fprudent.- In fact thisis'niot the cas'.Tdstrohgly
r Icomerid deleting this conceptj Since the NRC has previously approved certain operator
manual actions at some plants, there is reason to believe that most licensees would seek similar
approval, further stressing the resources of both the licensee and the NRC and diverting attention
away from potentially more safety-significant issues.

5. How long have plants been implementing operator manual actions, which are
unapproved by the NRC? In addition, if resident inspectors are in the plant every day, why
didn't the NRC know about it sooner?

The NRC has been aware of plants implementing unapproved operator manual actions for about
3 years. The NRC believes that use of unapproved operator manual actions became prevalent with
licensees' resolution of the Thermo-Lag issue from the early 1990s. The NRC became aware of
the operator manual action issue as a result of more recent inspections focused specifically on a
plant's ability to safely shutdown. These types of inspections are not routinely performed by
resident inspectors.

6. What is the NRC doing now about plants who have implemented non-NRC approved
operator manual actions in certain fire areas?

All plants that use operator manual actions have been reviewed for safety, and the operator manual
actions have been inspected against a set of criteria to determine their acceptability. jrhis is'not a
true statement. 'First, we have not inspected all thie plants'yet against the criteria contained in the
xistinginspection mnodule.' Secon=d, w~etpically'onlyinspect 3- 6fire areas during a TFP .Thus



en for theplants we have inspected manual actionisat wemaynot have' looked atallth-e manual
ictions2 If an operator manual action met the criteria and was deemed acceptable, the licensee has

been required to formally specifv an aporoach to correct the non-comoliance. Idon't know what this
beans.; -If you'all are-trying to 6sayenter itjnt theircorrective actin -program_*then 1 would
recommend that you all sayjthat! If the operator manual action did not meet the criteria and was
deemed unacceptable, the licensee has been cited for a violationzi64 ssw use'an NC_
and the NRC is conducting an analysis to determine the risk-significance of the violation.

7. Has the NRC approved operator manual actions at nuclear power plants in the past?

Yes. In the past the NRC has approved the use of operator manual actions on a case-by-case
basis at a licensee's formal request through the exemption/deviation process.

8. During the process of rulemaking, if the NRC determines that certain operator manual
actions are not acceptable, will the agency pursue enforcement action against the plant?

The NRC has just released for public comment a draft version of interim acceptance criteria for
operator operator manual actions. All unapproved operator manual actions will again be reviewed
against this new set of criteria. ifthe'NRC is going to perform this review,.l think this is a-very
broad statement that may have dire resource implications. First, are you committin 'us to go back
and look at all unapproved manual actions or those we have previously inspe'cted.-' Second, are
we going to go back and look at the 'manual actions'that we have found unacceptable or-that the
licensee has fixed.- think someserious thought about resource impkt 6eeds to be'given before'
we commit to this.i If operator manual actions are not acceptable based on this new criteria, then
the NRC will issue a violation and conduct an analysis to determine the risk-significance of the
violation.

9. If a plant is implementing currently unapproved operator manual actions, how can the
NRC be certain that there is no danger to the public or to the environment?

The public or environment has never been in danger due to unapproved operator operator manual
actions. The NRC's main goal is safety. It achieves this goal partly by the use of the defense-in-
depth methods. Defense-in-depth is required in the regulations and implemented in the case of
fire with 1) physical containment; 2) detection and suppression; and 3) redundant equipment.
Operator manual actions do not affect the plants' ability to physically contain a fire or detect and
suppress a fire. These elements ensure a reasonably high level of safety themselves. Operator
manual actions are required to engage redundant eauipment. WThis is somewhat confusing and
Whould be clarified. We have found manual actions that have been' required to protect equipment
that is 'required for safe shutdown. I'd recommend that this be reworded to use the same langauge
as IIn.G.2.. As :-currently written it_ amos implies that the' equipmebntjis.-edun dainty The
acceptance criteria, which will be used to evaluate all currently unapproved and any future
proposed operator manual actions, have been developed from existing criteria used to evaluate
other types of operator manual actions, from criteria that inspectors have used to determine overall
plant safety, from human factors principles and research, from discussions with the industry and
the public, and from other sources that are applicable to this issue. Therefore, the defense-in-
depth elements and the carefully developed acceptance criteria for operator manual actions ensure
a reasonable level of safety for both the public and the environment.


